
Ruby Head Station Pooling – Program Description: 

Head Station Pooling (HSP) 

HSP Service consists of the transportation of natural gas from a physical point within a specific hub 
to the pooling point included in that hub. Pooling Service is scheduled as an interruptible service. 
Because pooling involves the aggregation of gas supply at the pooling point, and not the physical 
delivery of natural gas, no charge will be assessed for Pooling Service. Customers will also not be 
assessed for any ACA, fuel or lost and unaccounted-for charges. Pool activity must be balanced. 

 

Hubs 

Each hub will consist of several points of interconnection between the Ruby pipeline system and the 

systems of other entities, all located within close proximity to each other. Each hub will also include 

one or more associated logical pooling point(s). For scheduling purposes, logical pooling points are 
located at the most downstream point, respectively, among member points at the hub. Each hub, 
including its member physical points and pooling point(s), will be identified on Rubys' Interactive 
Website (see the Hubs/Rates selection in the menu on the left). 

 

Ruby Pipeline Pooling Rate Schedule – HSP Service 

Opal Hub/Eastern Head Station Pool 

Pooling Rate = $0.00/Dth 

Location Name Physical Direction 

801211 Opal Hub Pool Point Logical 

941000 Diamondville Receipt 

941001 Pearl Creek Receipt 

941002 Topaz Ridge Receipt 

941003 Emarald Springs Receipt 

 

Malin Hub/Western Head Station Pool 

Pooling Rate = $0.00/Dth 

Location Name Physical Direction 

48351 Jade Flats Delivery 

800842 Gold Pan Delivery 

801221 Malin Hub Pool Point Logical 

942000 Opal Valley Delivery 

942001 Sapphire Mountain Delivery 

942002 Turquoise Flats Delivery 

942004 Onyx Hill Delivery 

 

 

 



Ruby PALS – Program Description 

Park and Loan 

Is an interruptible service for parking and loaning gas that provides shippers with another tool for 
balancing daily receipts/deliveries and managing its overall supply portfolio of services including 
taking advantage of pricing differentials. PAL service is performed based on Ruby’s system operating 
conditions and line pack. This service is available at any mutually agreeable points. 

 


